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The Board Members participated by telephone.

Inspector General Update

Inspector General Gerald Walpin began by praising the regular and direct communications with
the CEO. The Corporation has made a great deal of process on the timeliness of audit responses.
There are no overdue management decisions at this time. Two audits are overdue for final
action, but only slightly. Mr. Walpin gave credit to the MAG committee and the CEO for this
improvement. I

On the agency's annual financial statements audit, Mr. Walpin noted that there was excellent
cooperation with the auditors. The financial part of the audit looks good at this point, while the
IT part of the audit has several potential issues. They are updates and testing of the Continuity of
Operations Plan (COOP), Privacy Officer reporting, and the problems associated with
Momentum and the AmeriCorps member portal.

The Federal Information Security and-Management Act (FISMA) audit has identified six
possible problems: designating system owners; updating the COOP and recording test results;
inventory of PII collected by contractors; extending FISMA language to grants and cooperative
agreements; one vendor (NACCRA) that was not compliant with FISMA; and categorizing risk
of personal controls in the Web Based Reporting System. It is not clear at this time how many of
these issues will be reportable findings. Overall, the agency information security posture is
stronger, probably the best FISMA outcome to date.

Mr. Walpin noted that, under the continuing resolution, unless the OIG's request for a paper
apportionment is approved by OMB, the office will not be able to do most of the audits and
investigations planned for the year. There is a gap of $200K for travel costs.

Mr. Walpin indicated that his office has presented information about St. Hope Academy in
Sacramento to the Assistant U.S. Attorney, which is reviewing it. Deputy CFO Bill Anderson
has suspended the Academy, and two individuals associated with the former AmeriCorps
program. One individual is Kevin Johnson, a candidate for Mayor.
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Mr. Walpin spoke about three program issues around which he hopes for some type of agreement
with management. The first issue concerns how the Corporation should handle member service
hour shortfalls. The second issue concerns the IG's objection to counting service hours
performed prior to an individual signing a member contract. The third issue concerns
enforcement of the prohibition on outside employment for VISTA members.

Vince Juaristi noted that the VISTA prohibition on outside employment was being reviewed by
an internal group in connection with future rulemaking. The IG will be given an opportunity for
input during that process.

After Mr. Walpin concluded his update, he and OIG staff departed.

CEO Update on Budget

David Eisner explained that the automatic apportionment under the Continuing Resolution is not
enough for the agency to meet its NCCC operating schedule, and that invitations had been sent to
Corps members at two campuses without having identified this. In reviewing the matter, Mr.
Eisner noted four contributing factors: weakness in support for NCCC budget forecasting; CR
specific- forecasting did not appropriately consider apportionment limitations; we did not explain
to Congressional staff the financial risks of opening the Iowa campus or maintaining the Perry
Point campus; and we did not escalate problems early enough. The Corporation was able to
work with OMB to receive a paper apportionment for NCCC and with FEMA to get a
commitment to inter-agency funding, so that the campuses were able to open as scheduled.

Moving forward, Deputy CFO Bill Anderson is putting together an agency-wide plan under the
Continuing Resolution and will share it at the next Board meeting.

On salaries and expenses, under the Continuing Resolution automatic apportionment, the agency
projects a shortfall of $400K just in covering on-board salaries, rent, and telecommunications.
Mr. Anderson is working with OMB to make the case for a paper apportionment.

Approved by: Frank R. Trinity, General Counsel


